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A long time ago, cupcakes were just a kid-friendly party favourite. The introduction offers a
comprehensive look at equipment and ingredients, and also a description of the cupcake-making

procedure, from starting out to keeping and transporting the yummy outcomes. Cupcakes are now the
treat of the times, simultaneously simple and chic. 500 Cupcakes from front side to back provides what

bakers of all levels need to make tempting creations. 500 Cupcakes is merely that: a storehouse of
recipes, created in clear guidelines and appealingly packaged in bright, modern shades. No longer! The
collection of recipes period from classic flavors and shapes to brand-new favorites for every style and

flavor including quality recipes for alternate diet programs. Each recipe is created in very clear language
(ideal for the novice baker), and every one features three variants on the essential recipe (great for the

experienced baker seeking new flavors). The page style is attractive, featuring over 200 enticing images of
cupcakes in the pan and on the serving plate 500 Cupcakes is really the just cupcake compendium you ll

ever need !
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Great start for those looking for a wide range of baking recipes The 500 cup cakes provides 125 dishes
for a variety of glass cakes from everyday use to particular occasions. Wonderful and informative!
General it is an typical cookbook but for those who are skilled in baking like my wife it offers base recipes
that may then be used to make their own variations while using this as a widespread springboard and as
the recipes are selected for easy variations they lend themselves to creating your very own as well. We
have only found a few recipes to be a little vague on the directions but general have not had way too
many problems with this book. Overall well recommended for those that are searching for a lot of cake
recipes that can be built on.. Five Stars Perfect Five Stars Great Book. Each one of the 125 dishes offers
four minor variations that tweak that into a different edition by adding a new flavor profile. This book is
indeed great. They came out exceptional. I am a long-period lover of cupcakes, and I waited eagerly every
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day for this publication to arrive in my mailbox. It is PACKED with images, which is definitely something
I really love. The publication will tell you steps to make one sort of cupcake, and offer several variations
compared to that recipe, producing every page a fresh experience with a twist on a vintage favorite or
something not used to try. I have really enjoyed using this reserve, and at < simply no cherrys in the
cherry cupcake. I sought out this book forever! Thanks! Misleading title -- but good recipes There really
aren't "500 recipes" in this reserve -- a whole lot of recipes they say "take the bottom and change it out
slightly" to obtain a new flavor, which is okay. But then there's a whole chapter on "special event"
cupcakes for birthdays, Xmas, etc. that all use the same base cupcake recipe, but uses different color
frostings and in some way that means it is a "different" cupcake to add to the total.I also take concern
with "the only cupcake compendium you'll ever want" bit. example. Various other cookbooks I very own
have a lot more work and occasionally unsuccesful, but there's an enormous difference in flavor.Still, it's
recommended -- you can't go wrong with the Chocolate Mud cupakes, and a large number of the recipes
are surefire winners. This publication is definitely more about producing quick and beautiful cupcakes
than getting the perfect recipe. Great buy I needed recipes for my daughters babyshower as she needed
cupcakes. Adult Cupcakes I couldn't wait around to bake the Chocolate and Chili cupcakes from this
book.. Good quality chocolate (utilize the best) and a bit of chili - the frosting with espresso liqueur is an
excellent balance of flavors. Extremely adult, very tasty. I cannot wait to try additional recipes. I'm pleased
I own it, but I think most cake fans will graduate on to larger and better recipes kind of quickly.
THEREFORE I purchased this publication found some awesome dishes and so am pleased with my
purchase. 500 cupcake We havent received the reserve yet but Iam very anxious to receive the cupcake
cookbook. We are bakers at heart in my family members and Iam excitted to try the different types of
cupcakes. Thanks! I had a university roommate who had this book and We searched forever... most if not
all recipes are certainly lacking important ingredients . SUCH an excellent cupcake book!. most if not all
recipes are obviously missing important ingredients, usually milk and the flavor for the recipe. All kinds of
regular quality recipes and unique ones as well. I finally remembered it acquired 500 quality recipes and
was way better to search. The recipes are good, but they are also aimed toward the beginning baker --
simple but dummyproof. Fun Filled Bought for a foodie who specializes in desserts - great collection of
cupcakes to bake.$15 it really is a great value for any cook on a spending budget! Great book Great little
book.. Book arrived as promised - new condition, just as pictured.
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